SECURESURF
Is it possible to have Freedom of Speech and Filtering Simultaneously?

FOR LIBRARIES

Yes, it is now! There is considerable controversy over federally mandated Internet blocking in libraries and freedom of speech issues. A
major focal point of this debate is the Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA) and the view that we must defend intellectual freedom on
all fronts. Arguments range widely-from blocking is 'unconstitutional' to, simply put, blocking is 'unworkable.'
These arguments are based on 'clumsy filters' that block harmless sites merely because the
filter does not consider the context in which a word or phrase is used or that block
legitimate sites based on moral or political value judgments. Moreover, 'clumsy filters'
deny unfiltered access to adults and library staff.
So, how do we balance the need to protect children and teens while providing freedom of
access for adult patrons and library staff in our nation's libraries?
SonMedia Online SecureSurf for Libraries has the power and flexibility to tackle
these issues head-on, point-by-point. Consider the following facets of SonMedia
Online SecureSurf for Libraries:
• Web content is not based on moral or political value judgments.
• Web content is not based on a particular word or phrase-human reviews have categorized
content of Websites based on 50 well-defined characteristics.
• Where indicated, a Website may have only sections or links assigned content so that
patrons and library staff have freedom of access to such sites.

"Just a note to tell you about a web filter
which I have found to be very easy,
inexpensive, and most of all, effective. We
had been having a problem with certain
patrons and chat rooms (which are not
allowed as per our policy)... we can block
the access to those sites. I find it very
flexible and
easy to use!"
Marvel Z.- Librarian, Berne, Ind.

To purchase go to the Web Site
below or contact:
www.SonMediaServices.Com
Vanessa Ferreira
813.653.9765

• Accept the library default for Policies and Characteristic Sets or you can vary Policies and
Characteristic Sets for day of week, time of day, library branch, library department
(for example, children's, young adults, adults, reference, etc.), age of patron, and
applications restricted (for example, chat, email, audio/video players, etc.)
• For a particular library branch, library area, library department/staff, or other 'group'
parameter, choose no filtering to allow adult patrons and library staff to freely access
the Internet.
• For each of the 50 characteristics, choose to 'Permit,' 'Override' or 'Restrict' Web
content-where the 'Override' setting notifies the user that the site contains
specific characteristic(s), that is, makes the user aware that the Website they are
about to access contains specific Web content-but allows the patron or library
staff to access the site by a click of the mouse.
.
• SonMedia Online SecureSurf Office's Smart Protected Search for keywords in search
engines can be turned on or off-with Smart Protected Search, over 10,000 keywords
related to pornography are filtered with the common sense built in to SonMedia Online
SecureSurf Office-for example, searching on an isolated word such as 'breast' results
in no return of Websites; however, searching on 'breast cancer' returns Websites related
to the topic.
• Only $6.00 per month/ per station!

Choose Freedom! Choose SonMedia Online!

